Built upon the wildly successful crushed glass mosaics known as “mood glass.” We dug deep and looked into the successes of many of our other product lines to see how we can integrate them and make this line truly amazing. Now after more than three years of research and design we are excited to offer the newest version of Crossroads.

Sleek grey & taupe tones from Chapter 3 Stream Stone; A Subtle tan from Chapter 11 Align; Beautiful rustic quartz and slate shades from Chapter 9 Pietra Opus; Elegant whites from Chapter 16 Park Place, and an all new silk black known as “Midnight Marble” served to build the platform by which Chapter 7 Crossroads creates symmetry between crushed glass and natural stone.

Crossroads now boasts more than 13 crushed glass selections in two exciting patterns, a 1x2 offset brick, and modern dual stick pattern. What is most exciting about Crossroads is we have incorporated popular natural stone selections from our most sought-after natural stone collections creating limitless design possibilities. A beautiful compilation of seven natural stone colors is now masterfully combined with our crushed glass selections to create (28) beautiful mosaics, (7) 6x18 field tiles choices and (12) moulding elements.
Elements within the Chapter 7 Crossroads Collection reflect the shade variations associated with natural stone. As with all natural stone tiles, we strongly recommend laying out and blending the tiles prior to installation. This step will ensure a proper color blend in order to achieve a classic look for your installation.

Jeffrey Court highly recommends sealing all natural stone tiles with a high quality sealer prior to grouting to ensure an easy cleaning and as part of a maintenance regimen. Consult your sealer manufacturer for reapplication recommendations as part of an ongoing maintenance routine.

Designed & imported by Jeffrey Court in California.
Part # 72504

Name: Spiritual Stone Mosaic

Color: Global Grey

Finish: Honed

Size: 11.5” x 10.5”

Thickness: 0.314960632”

Coverage (Per Piece): 0.838541667 Sqft

Unit of Measure: Ea

Weight per Unit of Measure: 3.4 lbs

Case Qty: 10 Pieces

Material(s) Used:
Limestone

Application:
This product is recommended for use in: interior walls, standard shower walls, and shower floors

Description:

Special Notes:

Samples Featured On:

BB72504
Part # 72505

Name: Benevolent Blend Mosaic

Color: Global Grey

Finish: Honed/Gloss

Size: 11.5” x 10.5”

Thickness: 0.314960632”

Coverage (Per Piece): 0.838541667 Sqft

Unit of Measure: Ea

Weight per Unit of Measure: 3.3 lbs

Case Qty: 10 Pieces

Material(s) Used:
Limestone
Crushed Glass

Application:
This product is recommended for use in: interior walls, and standard shower walls

Description:

Special Notes:

Samples Featured On:

BB72505
DB7-A
Specification Sheet - Chapter 7 Crossroads

Part # 30106
Name: Dome
Color: Global Grey
Finish: Honed
Size: 11.75” x 0.75”
Thickness: N/A”
Coverage (Per Piece): 0.061197917 Sqft
Unit of Measure: Ea
Weight per Unit of Measure: 0.5 lbs
Case Qty: 30 Pieces

Material(s) Used:
Limestone

Application:
This product is recommended for use in: interior walls, standard shower walls, and shower floors

Description:

Special Notes:

Samples Featured On:

DB7-B
Part # 30107
Name: Crown
Color: Global Grey
Finish: Honed
Size: 11.75” x 1.75”
Thickness: N/A”
Coverage (Per Piece): 0.142795139 Sqft
Unit of Measure: Ea
Weight per Unit of Measure: 1.15 lbs
Case Qty: 15 Pieces
Material(s) Used:
Limestone

Application:
This product is recommended for use in: interior walls, standard shower walls, and shower floors

Description:

Special Notes:

Samples Featured On:
620 Parkridge Ave.  |  Norco, CA 92860
Part # 30102

Name: Field Tile
Color: Global Grey
Finish: Honed
Size: 6” x 18”
Thickness: 0.39370079”
Coverage (Per Piece): 0.75 Sqft
Unit of Measure: Sqft
Weight per Unit of Measure: 4.47 lbs
Case Qty: 10 Pieces

Material(s) Used:
Limestone

Application:
This product is recommended for use in: interior walls, standard shower walls, shower floors, and light traffic interior floors.

Description:

Special Notes:

Samples Featured On:
Part # 72604

Name: Spiritual Stone Mosaic

Color: Midnight Marble

Finish: Honed

Size: 11.5” x 10.5”

Thickness: 0.314960632”

Coverage (Per Piece): 0.838541667 Sqft

Unit of Measure: Ea

Weight per Unit of Measure: 3.95 lbs

Case Qty: 10 Pieces

Material(s) Used: Marble

Application:
This product is recommended for use in: interior walls, standard shower walls, and shower floors

Description:

Special Notes:

Samples Featured On:

BB72604
Part # 72605

Name: Benevolent Blend Mosaic  
Color: Midnight Marble  
Finish: Honed/Gloss  
Size: 11.5” x 10.5”  
Thickness: 0.314960632”  
Coverage (Per Piece): 0.838541667 Sqft  
Unit of Measure: Ea  
Weight per Unit of Measure: 3.55 lbs  
Case Qty: 10 Pieces  
Material(s) Used:  
Marble  
Crushed Glass  

Application:  
This product is recommended for use in: interior walls, and standard shower walls

Description:

Special Notes:

Samples Featured On:

BB72605  
DB7-A
Part # 72606

Name: Dome

Color: Midnight Marble

Finish: Honed

Size: 11.75” x 0.75”

Thickness: N/A”

Coverage (Per Piece): 0.061197917 Sqft

Unit of Measure: Ea

Weight per Unit of Measure: 0.65 lbs

Case Qty: 12 Pieces

Material(s) Used: Marble

Application:
This product is recommended for use in: interior walls, standard shower walls, and shower floors

Description:

Special Notes:

Samples Featured On:

DB7-B
Part # 72607

Name: Crown

Color: Midnight Marble

Finish: Honed

Size: 11.75” x 1.75”

Thickness: N/A”

Coverage (Per Piece): 0.142795139 Sqft

Unit of Measure: Ea

Weight per Unit of Measure: 1.35 lbs

Case Qty: 12 Pieces

Material(s) Used:
Marble

Application:
This product is recommended for use in: interior walls, standard shower walls, and shower floors

Description:

Special Notes:

Samples Featured On:

DB7-B
Part # 72602

Name: Field Tile
Color: Midnight Marble
Finish: Honed
Size: 6” x 18”
Thickness: 0.39370079”
Coverage (Per Piece): 0.75 Sqft
Unit of Measure: Sqft
Weight per Unit of Measure: 3.7 lbs
Case Qty: 10 Pieces
Material(s) Used: Marble

Application:
This product is recommended for use in: interior walls, standard shower walls, shower floors, and light traffic interior floors.

Description:

Special Notes:

Part # 72704

Name: Spiritual Stone Mosaic
Color: Pale Limestone
Finish: Honed
Size: 11.5” x 10.5”
Thickness: 0.314960632”
Coverage (Per Piece): 0.838541667 Sqft
Unit of Measure: Ea
Weight per Unit of Measure: 3.95 lbs
Case Qty: 10 Pieces
Material(s) Used:
Limestone

Application:
This product is recommended for use in: interior walls, standard shower walls, and shower floors

Description:

Special Notes:

Samples Featured On:

BB72704
Part # 72705

Name: Benevolent Blend Mosaic
Color: Pale Limestone
Finish: Honed/Gloss
Size: 11.5” x 10.5”
Thickness: 0.314960632”
Coverage (Per Piece): 0.838541667 Sqft
Unit of Measure: Ea
Weight per Unit of Measure: 3.35 lbs
Case Qty: 10 Pieces
Material(s) Used:
Limestone
Crushed Glass

Application:
This product is recommended for use in: interior walls, and standard shower walls

Description:

Special Notes:

Samples Featured On:

BB72705
DB7-A
Part # 72706

Name: Dome

Color: Pale Limestone

Finish: Honed

Size: 11.75” x 0.75”

Thickness: N/A”

Coverage (Per Piece): 0.061197917 Sqft

Unit of Measure: Ea

Weight per Unit of Measure: 0.55 lbs

Case Qty: 12 Pieces

Material(s) Used:
Limestone

Application:
This product is recommended for use in: interior walls, standard shower walls, and shower floors

Description:

Special Notes:

Samples Featured On:

DB7-B
Part # 72707

Name: Crown

Color: Pale Limestone

Finish: Honed

Size: 11.75” x 1.75”

Thickness: N/A”

Coverage (Per Piece): 0.142795139 Sqft

Unit of Measure: Ea

Weight per Unit of Measure: 1.15 lbs

Case Qty: 12 Pieces

Material(s) Used:
Limestone

Application:
This product is recommended for use in: interior walls, standard shower walls, and shower floors

Description:

Special Notes:

Samples Featured On:
Part # 72702
Name: Field Tile
Color: Pale Limestone
Finish: Honed
Size: 6” x 18”
Thickness: 0.39370079”
Coverage (Per Piece): 0.75 Sqft
Unit of Measure: Sqft
Weight per Unit of Measure: 3.3 lbs
Case Qty: 10 Pieces
Material(s) Used:
Limestone

Application:
This product is recommended for use in: interior walls, standard shower walls, shower floors, and light traffic interior floors.

Description:

Special Notes:

Samples Featured On:

620 Parkridge Ave.  |  Norco, CA 92860  
Part # 72804

Name: Spiritual Stone Mosaic

Color: Sierra Slate

Finish: Honed

Size: 11.5” x 10.5”

Thickness: 0.314960632”

Coverage (Per Piece): 0.838541667 Sqft

Unit of Measure: Ea

Weight per Unit of Measure: 3.75 lbs

Case Qty: 10 Pieces

Material(s) Used:
Slate

Application:
This product is recommended for use in: interior walls, standard shower walls, and shower floors

Description:

Special Notes:

Samples Featured On:

BB72804
Part # 72805

Name: Benevolent Blend Mosaic

Color: Sierra Slate

Finish: Honed/Gloss

Size: 11.5” x 10.5”

Thickness: 0.314960632”

Coverage (Per Piece): 0.838541667 Sqft

Unit of Measure: Ea

Weight per Unit of Measure: 3.35 lbs

Case Qty: 10 Pieces

Material(s) Used:
Slate
Crushed Glass

Application:
This product is recommended for use in: interior walls, and standard shower walls

Description:

Special Notes:

Samples Featured On:

BB72805
DB7-A
Part # 72806

Name: Dome

Color: Sierra Slate

Finish: Honed

Size: 11.75” x 0.75”

Thickness: N/A”

Coverage (Per Piece): 0.061197917 Sqft

Unit of Measure: Ea

Weight per Unit of Measure: 65 lbs

Case Qty: 12 Pieces

Material(s) Used:
Slate

Application:
This product is recommended for use in: interior walls, standard shower walls, and shower floors

Description:

Special Notes:

Samples Featured On:

DB7-B
Specification Sheet - Chapter 7 Crossroads

Part # 72807

Name: Crown
Color: Sierra Slate
Finish: Honed
Size: 11.75” x 1.75”
Thickness: N/A”
Coverage (Per Piece): 0.142795139 Sqft
Unit of Measure: Ea
Weight per Unit of Measure: 1.35 lbs
Case Qty: 12 Pieces

Material(s) Used:
Slate

Application:
This product is recommended for use in: interior walls, standard shower walls, and shower floors

Description:

Special Notes:

Samples Featured On:

DB7-B
Part # 72802

Name: Field Tile
Color: Sierra Slate
Finish: Honed
Size: 6” x 18”
Thickness: 0.39370079”
Coverage (Per Piece): 0.75 Sqft
Unit of Measure: Sqft
Weight per Unit of Measure: 3.95 lbs
Case Qty: 10 Pieces
Material(s) Used:
Slate

Application:
This product is recommended for use in: interior walls, standard shower walls, shower floors, and light traffic interior floors.

Description:

Special Notes:

Samples Featured On:
Part # 72904

Name: Spiritual Stone Mosaic

Color: West End White

Finish: Honed

Size: 11.5” x 10.5”

Thickness: 0.314960632”

Coverage (Per Piece): 0.838541667 Sqft

Unit of Measure: Ea

Weight per Unit of Measure: 3.95 lbs

Case Qty: 10 Pieces

Material(s) Used:
Marble

Application:
This product is recommended for use in: interior walls, standard shower walls, and shower floors

Description:

Special Notes:

Samples Featured On:

Touch Board

BB72904
Part # 72905

Name: Benevolent Blend Mosaic

Color: West End White

Finish: Honed/Gloss

Size: 11.5” x 10.5”

Thickness: 0.314960632”

Coverage (Per Piece): 0.838541667 Sqft

Unit of Measure: Ea

Weight per Unit of Measure: 3.45 lbs

Case Qty: 10 Pieces

Material(s) Used: Marble, Crushed Glass

Application:
This product is recommended for use in: interior walls, and standard shower walls

Description:

Special Notes:

Samples Featured On:

BB72905

DB7-A
Part # 18116

Name: Dome
Color: West End White
Finish: Honed
Size: 11.75” x 0.75”
Thickness: N/A”

Coverage (Per Piece): 0.061197917 Sqft
Unit of Measure: Ea
Weight per Unit of Measure: 0.55 lbs
Case Qty: 30 Pieces

Material(s) Used:
Marble

Application:
This product is recommended for use in: interior walls, standard shower walls, and shower floors

Description:

Special Notes:

Samples Featured On:

620 Parkridge Ave. | Norco, CA 92860
Part # 18117

Name: Crown
Color: West End White
Finish: Honed
Size: 11.75” x 1.75”
Thickness: N/A”
Coverage (Per Piece): 0.142795139 Sqft
Unit of Measure: Ea
Weight per Unit of Measure: 1.95 lbs
Case Qty: 15 Pieces

Material(s) Used:
Marble

Application:
This product is recommended for use in: interior walls, standard shower walls, and shower floors

Description:

Special Notes:

Samples Featured On:

620 Parkridge Ave. | Norco, CA 92860
Part # 30302
Name: Field Tile
Color: West End White
Finish: Honed
Size: 6” x 18”
Thickness: 0.39370079”
Coverage (Per Piece): 0.75 Sqft
Unit of Measure: Sqft
Weight per Unit of Measure: 5.2 lbs
Case Qty: 10 Pieces
Material(s) Used:
Marble

Application:
This product is recommended for use in: interior walls, standard shower walls, shower floors, and light traffic interior floors.

Description:

Special Notes:

Samples Featured On:

620 Parkridge Ave.  |  Norco, CA 92860  
SPECIFICATION SHEET - CHAPTER 7 CROSSROADS

Part # 73004

Name: Spiritual Stone Mosaic
Color: Transitional Taupe
Finish: Honed
Size: 11.5” x 10.5”
Thickness: 0.314960632”
Coverage (Per Piece): 0.838541667 Sqft
Unit of Measure: Ea
Weight per Unit of Measure: 3.95 lbs
Case Qty: 10 Pieces
Material(s) Used:
Limestone

Application:
This product is recommended for use in: interior walls, standard shower walls, and shower floors

Description:

Special Notes:

Samples Featured On:
Part # 73005

Name: Benevolent Blend Mosaic
Color: Transitional Taupe
Finish: Honed/Gloss
Size: 11.5" x 10.5"
Thickness: 0.314960632"
Coverage (Per Piece): 0.838541667 Sqft
Unit of Measure: Ea
Weight per Unit of Measure: 3.45 lbs
Case Qty: 10 Pieces

Material(s) Used:
Limestone
Crushed Glass

Application:
This product is recommended for use in: interior walls, and standard shower walls

Description:

Special Notes:

Samples Featured On:

BB73005
DB7-A
Part # 30206
Name: Dome
Color: Transitional Taupe
Finish: Honed
Size: 11.75” x 0.75”
Thickness: N/A”
Coverage (Per Piece): 0.061197917 Sqft
Unit of Measure: Ea
Weight per Unit of Measure: 0.6 lbs
Case Qty: 30 Pieces
Material(s) Used:
Limestone

Application:
This product is recommended for use in: interior walls, standard shower walls, and shower floors

Description:

Special Notes:

Samples Featured On:

620 Parkridge Ave. | Norco, CA 92860
Part # 30207

Name: Crown

Color: Transitional Taupe

Finish: Honed

Size: 11.75” x 1.75”

Thickness: N/A”

Coverage (Per Piece): 0.142795139 Sqft

Unit of Measure: Ea

Weight per Unit of Measure: 1.4 lbs

Case Qty: 15 Pieces

Material(s) Used:
Limestone

Application:
This product is recommended for use in: interior walls, standard shower walls, and shower floors

Description:

Special Notes:

Samples Featured On:

Samples Featured On:

DB7-B
Part # 30202
Name: Field Tile
Color: Transitional Taupe
Finish: Honed
Size: 6" x 18"
Thicknness: 0.39370079" 
Coverage (Per Piece): 0.75 Sqft
Unit of Measure: Sqft
Weight per Unit of Measure: 5.3 lbs
Case Qty: 10 Pieces

Material(s) Used:
Limestone

Application:
This product is recommended for use in: interior walls, standard shower walls, shower floors, and light traffic interior floors.

Description:

Special Notes:

Samples Featured On:

620 Parkridge Ave.  |  Norco, CA 92860  
Part # 73104

Name: Spiritual Stone Mosaic

Color: Royal Quartz

Finish: Honed

Size: 11.5” x 10.5”

Thickness: 0.314960632”

Coverage (Per Piece): 0.838541667 Sqft

Unit of Measure: Ea

Weight per Unit of Measure: 4 lbs

Case Qty: 10 Pieces

Material(s) Used:
Quartzite
Crushed Glass

Application:
This product is recommended for use in: interior walls, standard shower walls, and shower floors

Description:

Special Notes:

Samples Featured On:

BB73104
Part # 73105

Name: Benevolent Blend Mosaic

Color: Royal Quartz

Finish: Honed/Gloss

Size: 11.5” x 10.5”

Thickness: 0.314960632”

Coverage (Per Piece): 0.838541667 Sqft

Unit of Measure: Ea

Weight per Unit of Measure: 4 lbs

Case Qty: 10 Pieces

Material(s) Used: Quartzite

Application:
This product is recommended for use in: interior walls, and standard shower walls

Description:

Special Notes:

Samples Featured On:

BB73105

DB7-A
Part # 73102

Name: Field Tile

Color: Royal Quartz

Finish: Honed

Size: 6” x 18”

Thickness: 0.39370079”

Coverage (Per Piece): 0.75 Sqft

Unit of Measure: Sqft

Weight per Unit of Measure: 3.95 lbs

Case Qty: 10 Pieces

Material(s) Used:
Quartzite

Application:
This product is recommended for use in: interior walls, standard shower walls, shower floors, and light traffic interior floors.

Description:

Special Notes:

Samples Featured On:
Part # 73208

Name: Passion Glass Mosaic

Color: Energy

Finish: Gloss

Size: 11.5” x 10.5”

Thickness: 0.314960632”

Coverage (Per Piece): 0.838541667 Sqft

Unit of Measure: Ea

Weight per Unit of Measure: 3.45 lbs

Case Qty: 10 Pieces

Material(s) Used:
Crushed Glass

Application:
This product is recommended for use in: interior walls, and standard shower walls

Description:

Special Notes:

Samples Featured On:

BB73208
Part # 73308

Name: Passion Glass Mosaic
Color: Respect
Finish: Gloss
Size: 11.5” x 10.5”
Thickness: 0.314960632”
Coverage (Per Piece): 0.838541667 Sqft
Unit of Measure: Ea
Weight per Unit of Measure: 3.15 lbs
Case Qty: 10 Pieces
Material(s) Used:
Crushed Glass

Application:
This product is recommended for use in: interior walls, and standard shower walls

Description:

Special Notes:

Samples Featured On:

BB73308
Part # 73408

Name: Passion Glass Mosaic

Color: Simplicity

Finish: Gloss

Size: 11.5" x 10.5"

Thickness: 0.314960632"

Coverage (Per Piece): 0.838541667 Sqft

Unit of Measure: Ea

Weight per Unit of Measure: 3.15 lbs

Case Qty: 10 Pieces

Material(s) Used:
Crushed Glass

Application:
This product is recommended for use in: interior walls, and standard shower walls

Description:

Special Notes:

Samples Featured On:

BB73408
Part # 73508

Name: Passion Glass Mosaic

Color: Purity

Finish: Gloss

Size: 11.5" x 10.5"

Thickness: 0.314960632"

Coverage (Per Piece): 0.838541667 Sqft

Unit of Measure: Ea

Weight per Unit of Measure: 3.15 lbs

Case Qty: 10 Pieces

Material(s) Used: Crushed Glass

Application:
This product is recommended for use in: interior walls, and standard shower walls

Description:

Special Notes:

Samples Featured On:

BB73508
Part # 73608

Name: Passion Glass Mosaic

Color: Mystery

Finish: Gloss

Size: 11.5" x 10.5"

Thickness: 0.314960632"

Coverage (Per Piece): 0.838541667 Sqft

Unit of Measure: Ea

Weight per Unit of Measure: 2.9 lbs

Case Qty: 10 Pieces

Material(s) Used:
Crushed Glass

Application:
This product is recommended for use in: interior walls, and standard shower walls

Description:

Special Notes:

Samples Featured On:

BB73608

620 PARKRIDGE AVE.  |  NORCO, CA 92860
Part # 72101
Name: Mood Glass Mosaic
Color: Calm
Finish: Gloss
Size: 12” x 12”
Thickness: 0.314960632”
Coverage (Per Piece): 1 Sqft
Unit of Measure: Ea
Weight per Unit of Measure: 3.15 lbs
Case Qty: 10 Pieces
Material(s) Used:
Crushed Glass

Application:
This product is recommended for use in: interior walls, and standard shower walls

Description:

Special Notes:

Samples Featured On:

BB72101
DB7-B
Part # 72111

Name: Mood Glass Mosaic

Color: Zen

Finish: Gloss

Size: 12” x 12”

Thickness: 0.314960632”

Coverage (Per Piece): 1 Sqft

Unit of Measure: Ea

Weight per Unit of Measure: 3.15 lbs

Case Qty: 10 Pieces

Material(s) Used:
Crushed Glass

Application:
This product is recommended for use in: interior walls, and standard shower walls

Description:

Special Notes:

Samples Featured On:

BB72111  DB7-B
Part # 72121

Name: Mood Glass Mosaic
Color: Tranquil
Finish: Gloss
Size: 12” x 12”
Thickness: 0.314960632”
Coverage (Per Piece): 1 Sqft
Unit of Measure: Ea
Weight per Unit of Measure: 3.15 lbs
Case Qty: 10 Pieces
Material(s) Used:
Crushed Glass

Application:
This product is recommended for use in: interior walls, and standard shower walls

Description:

Special Notes:

Samples Featured On:

BB72121
DB7-B

620 PARKRIDGE AVE. | NORCO, CA 92860
Part # 72131
Name: Mood Glass Mosaic
Color: Strength
Finish: Gloss
Size: 12" x 12"
Thickness: 0.314960632"
Coverage (Per Piece): 1 Sqft
Unit of Measure: Ea
Weight per Unit of Measure: 3.15 lbs
Case Qty: 10 Pieces
Material(s) Used:
Crushed Glass

Application:
This product is recommended for use in: interior walls, and standard shower walls

Description:

Special Notes:

Samples Featured On:

BB72131  DB7-B
Part # 72141

Name: Mood Glass Mosaic
Color: Charmed
Finish: Gloss
Size: 12” x 12”
Thickness: 0.314960632”
Coverage (Per Piece): 1 Sqft
Unit of Measure: Ea
Weight per Unit of Measure: 3.15 lbs
Case Qty: 10 Pieces
Material(s) Used:
Crushed Glass

Application:
This product is recommended for use in: interior walls, and standard shower walls

Description:

Special Notes:

Samples Featured On:

BB72141  DB7-B
Part # 72301
Name: Mood Glass Mosaic
Color: Tempest
Finish: Gloss
Size: 12” x 12”
Thickness: 0.314960632”
Coverage (Per Piece): 1 Sqft
Unit of Measure: Ea
Weight per Unit of Measure: 2.85 lbs
Case Qty: 10 Pieces
Material(s) Used:
Crushed Glass

Application:
This product is recommended for use in: interior walls, and standard shower walls

Description:

Special Notes:

Samples Featured On:
- Touch Board BB72301
- Designer Board DB7-B
Part # 72151

Name: Mood Glass Mosaic
Color: Wisdom Blend
Finish: Gloss
Size: 12” x 12”
Thickness: 0.314960632”
Coverage (Per Piece): 1 Sqft
Unit of Measure: Ea
Weight per Unit of Measure: 3.15 lbs
Case Qty: 10 Pieces
Material(s) Used:
Crushed Glass

Application:
This product is recommended for use in: interior walls, and standard shower walls

Description:

Special Notes:

Samples Featured On:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Touch Board</th>
<th>Designer Board</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BB72151</td>
<td>DB7-B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Part # 72161
Name: Mood Glass Mosaic
Color: Karma Blend
Finish:
Size: ” x ”
Thickness: ”
Coverage (Per Piece): Sqft
Unit of Measure:
Weight per Unit of Measure: 3.15 lbs
Case Qty: 10 Pieces
Material(s) Used:
Crushed Glass

Application:
This product is recommended for use in: interior walls, and standard shower walls

Description:

Special Notes:

Samples Featured On:
BB72161  DB7-B